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Introduction
This online activity demonstrates how easy it is to master key functions in GeoFRED®,
the data-mapping tool for FRED®. In just a few minutes you can create an engaging
binary map that will spur comments and questions. The binary map created in this
demonstration displays the following data: real per capita personal income, not seasonally adjusted, quarterly, dollars.

Concepts
Binary map
A map with regions divided into two classes
Choropleth map
A map that uses shading, color, or symbols to convey a quantity or property for
an area
Cost of living
The amount of income needed to achieve a given living standard
Frequency
The interval between occurrences; in macroeconomics it is common for data to
be released monthly, quarterly, semiannually, or annually
Median
The value in an ordered set of values below and above which there is an equal
number of values; the number that divides numerically ordered data into two
equal halves; the middle number of a set of numbers.
Per capita
Per person; determined by dividing the total quantity by the total population
Personal income
The income that individuals receive from all sources, including wages and salaries,
dividends and interest, rents, profits, and transfer payments
Seasonally adjusted
Data adjusted mathematically to remove the dips and bumps caused by seasonal
events, such as extra retail workers hired for the holidays
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Getting Started
1.

First, take a step-by-step tour of GeoFRED® at http://geofred.stlouisfed.org/tutorials/
and then continue as follows.

2.

Navigate to the GeoFRED® website (http://geofred.stlouisfed.org/). Or, just search the
internet for “GeoFRED®” and click the appropriate link.

3.

On the GeoFRED® website, click the “Get Started” button near the top of the page.
GeoFRED® will open a labeled map of the world. The name of the data displayed (the
default setting) will be shown in the bar across the top of the page.

Selecting the Region
1.

This activity focuses on data for the United States. To change the region, click “Tools”
(between the gear and arrow in the top-left corner of the screen). The “Choose Data”
tab will open (with the other tabs shown below it). Under “Region Type” at the top,
select “State.” A map of the United States will appear, with Alaska to the upper left
and Hawaii to the lower left.

2.

To recenter the map, left-click and hold the map. This turns your cursor into a hand
symbol that allows you to grab and drag the map to reposition it on the screen.

Getting the Data
1.

Under the “Data” heading, click on the box and
type “Per capita” in the search bar that appears.
Two data series will be shown: “Per Capita Personal Income” and “Real Per Capita Personal
Income.” Select “Per Capita Personal Income.”

2.

Two options will appear under Per Capital Personal
Income: “Not Seasonally Adjusted, Annual, Dollars“
(the default setting) and “Not Seasonally Adjusted,
Quarterly, Dollars.” This activity uses the default
setting.

3.

Under “Frequency,” the only choice is “Annual,”
so no change is needed here.

4.

Under “Units,” there are nine possible choices. For
this activity, we use the default (“Dollars”), but you
can also generate interesting maps with the other
settings.

Figure 1
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5.

The final setting is under “Date.” For this activity, select 2013 (if it is not already the
default) from the drop-down menu. Your selections so far should look like Figure 1.

6.

The zoom tool is located on the top-right corner of the map. Zoom in one click to see
per capita income noted on each state.

Checking for Accuracy
So far, so good, right? By now you have a map of the United States that shows the
50 states and the District of Columbia in a range of colors. Look closely at the map’s
legend: It matches colors with ranges of per capita income in thousands of dollars—K.
(Recall that K stands for thousand.) Each state is given a color according to where its
per capita income falls in the set of ranges. Your screen should look like Figure 2.

Figure 2

Background About Choropleth Maps
Maps that use color, shading, or symbols to convey one or more statistical variables are
called choropleth maps. This technique was first used in 1826 by the French cartographer Charles Dupin to show levels of literacy throughout France. Dupin’s innovative map
used shading from black to white. And, rather than use a small range of shades to show
similar literacy levels, Dupin assigned a separate shade for each region’s unique value.
The technique became popular, and countless choropleth maps have been created since.
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Understanding and Changing the Legend
1.

Click the “EDIT LEGEND” tab in the left-hand column. The menu shown allows you to
adjust the settings of your choropleth map. You will see the following categories and
default choices: “Number of Color Classes: (5),”
“Interval Method (Fractile),” and “Define maximum
interval values” followed by 5 color-coded values
and the number of regions in each (Figure 3).

2.

Notice that the interval values in the menu correspond to the map’s legend shown on the bottom
right-hand corner of the screen. However, the map’s
legend is rounded. For example, you may notice
that the legend rounds 38,179 to 38.18 K.

3.

In the Edit Legend menu, notice that each colored
value range has a corresponding number of
regions—which, in this case, are states and the
Figure 3
District of Columbia (DC). Why does the number
of regions range from 9 to 11? Those (nearly) equal
numbers of regions are a consequence of using the fractile interval method to create
the map. When “Fractile” is selected, GeoFRED® splits the number of regions (in this
case, the 50 states plus DC) as equally as possible. Sometimes the division cannot be
performed equally when two or more of the regions share the same value. So, in this
example, 11 regions have annual per capita personal income in the lowest range (up
to $38,179). At the other extreme, 9 regions have annual per capita personal income
between $50,032 and $74,513. For further details about fractiles, see the following
lesson: http://www.stlouisfed.org/education_resources/fractile-v-equal/.

4.

Now, try changing the interval method to “Equal Interval.” Look again at the regions
per interval. What happened? Instead of 5 nearly equal groupings of regions, you now
have groupings ranging from 24 at the lowest annual per capita personal income level
to 1 at the highest. This new grouping occurs because the equal-interval method splits
the range of data values into equal-sized segments. Subtracting the lowest value from
the highest value ($74,513 minus $34,478) and dividing the result by 5 produces the
5 equal ranges shown here. It’s not too complicated, is it?

5.

Now, change the interval method back to “Fractile” and change the number of color
classes to 2. Reducing the number of color classes from 5 to 2 results in a binary, or
two-class, map. The map now divides into 26 regions (states) with a per capita personal
income below $43,552—the median value—and 25 regions (states and DC) above that
dollar figure. Your map should look like Figure 4.
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Figure 4

6.

Notice that the GeoFRED® map you created uses a darker shade for regions above the
median dollar value for personal per capita income and a lighter shade for regions at
or below that median value. (Assigning the darker shades or colors to larger quantities
is the typical approach in choropleth mapping.)

7.

Texas has the median per capita income: $43,552 per state resident in 2013. There are
25 regions below that value and 25 above. (Remember: DC is an included region.)

Practice Making a Binary Map in GeoFRED®
1.

The “Region Type” is currently “State,” so leave that setting as is.

2.

Under “Data,” click on the box and type “Average weekly earnings.” Pick a data series
from the list that populates the window. Is there one that reflects an employment field
of special interest to you?

3.

To create a binary map, click the “EDIT LEGEND” tab and change the number of
classes to 2.

4.

Study your binary map carefully. Do you see any patterns? How might the map provide
an individual helpful insight into a future career path in a particular state or region?
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Downloading, Saving, Sharing, or Printing Your Map
1.

When you have created a new binary map, you can download it as an image or PDF
file. You may also save the raw data as an Excel spreadsheet. To do so, click the
“Download” tab (the last in the left-hand column) and select your preferred download
type: GIF, JPEG, PNG, Spreadsheet, or PDF.

2.

When you have a GeoFRED® account, you can save the maps you create and return to
them easily. (To create an account, which is free of charge, click “Register” in the topright corner of the GeoFRED® webpage.) To save your map, click the “Save & Share”
tab in the left-hand column. To save the map, click “Save” and follow the prompts. You
will have the opportunity to create categories and subcategories for your maps, so you
can easily group maps together for an individual lesson or by topic.

3.

Notice that the “Save & Share” tab gives you the option to email your map or route it
to a number of social media portals. Simply choose your preferred options and follow
the prompts.

4.

And, of course, you can print your map. While you can print any download type, the
best results are obtained by printing a PDF of your map.

Recalling a Saved Map
With a GeoFRED® account, you can log in and view any map that you have saved.
Your saved maps retain the settings you selected. After you sign in, click “MY MAPS”
in the top-right corner of the GeoFRED® page. A list of all “Uncategorized Maps” will
appear. Any maps that you have organized by category are accessed by clicking “By
Category” in the top-right corner under the navigation bar. Click the name of the saved
map you want to recall.

Developing Questions and Discussion
With one look at a map, a viewer may grasp information that cannot be expressed in
a full page of text. Maps generate questions, too. When developing questions about a
map, consider if the map reveals meaningful patterns or whether additional data would
foster deeper understanding.
The following activity and notes are provided to help you think about ways to develop
your own lessons and activities based on GeoFRED® maps. Note that the first link is to
the same map you created in the first part of the activity above.
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1.

Show the following GeoFRED® map of 2013 per capita personal income by state:
http://geofred.stlouisfed.org/map/?m=a. Zoom in one click to see per capita income
noted on each state. Discuss the following:
•

Looking at the map, what clear-cut geographic patterns do you see that separate
higher per capita personal income states from lower ones? (Higher per capita personal incomes tend to cluster in states on the East and West Coasts and in the
Upper Great Plains. Lower per capita personal incomes are present in all of the
southern states and in northern states without a significant energy-based economy.)

•

What are possible explanations for clustering of higher per capita personal incomes
in these regions? (Answers will vary.)

An additional way to explore the significance of a GeoFRED® map is to compare it
with additional data. The next two examples provide data readily available from
government websites.
2.

Explain that higher per capita personal incomes in the Northeast are, in part, a reflection of a higher cost of living there. For example, according to the Bureau of Labor
Statistics, the consumer price index (CPI)—a measure of changes in the cost of living—
shows that CPI for the Northeast was nearly 10 percent higher than CPI for the Midwest
and South in 2014.
(SOURCE: Bureau of Labor Statistics.)

3.

Show the following population density map from the Census Bureau:
https://www.census.gov/popest/data/maps/2012/pop_density2012.pdf. Discuss the
following:
•

What does this map reveal about the population density of the Northeast relative
to the rest of the country? (The Northeast is the most densely populated region
of the country.)

Also consider using other GeoFRED® maps to further explore or clarify a point of interest. The link in Step 5 will take you to the specific ready-made GeoFRED® map noted.
4.

Explain that educational attainment tends to be higher in the Northeast, so income
there tends to be higher.

5.

Show the following GeoFRED® states map of people 25 years of age or older who
have completed an advanced (higher than a bachelor’s) degree:
http://geofred.stlouisfed.org/map/?m=n.

6.

Explain that the cost of living is the amount of money needed to achieve a given living
standard. In states with a lower cost of living (that is, lower price levels for goods and
services), you can purchase more with a dollar of income than you can in states with a
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higher cost of living. For example, food, housing, and energy prices vary significantly
within the United States. Discuss the following:
•

Do you think that any of the states in the bottom half of the country have a
lower overall price level than some in the top half? (Answers will vary.)

•

How could you find out for sure? (Answers will vary.)

•

If it turned out to be true that states in the bottom half had lower overall price
levels, would this knowledge affect your analysis of the binary per capita income
map? (Answers will vary.)

And don’t forget FRED® graphs. (FRED stands for Federal Reserve Economic Data, a
free data service that provides access to a myriad of U.S. and worldwide data sources.
See http://research.stlouisfed.org/fred2/.) The two graphs noted below are provided
in a FRED® dashboard, so are readily available in one place: Open the dashboard link
and view the numbered items as noted. (See the “Using FRED® Dashboards with
GeoFRED®” section on p. 9 for more information about dashboards.)
7.

Open the following FRED® dashboard link: http://research.stlouisfed.org/dashboard/3176.
Show Dashboard Item 1: Regional Consumer Price Index. Explain the following:
•

8.

Show Dashboard Item 2: Per Capita Personal Income for ND, CA, NY, and U.S. Explain
the following:
•

9.

CPI data indicate that the cost of living is generally higher in the Northeast and
West than in the Midwest and South.

CPI does not explain relatively higher per capita personal incomes in the Upper
Great Plains states, as they are part of the Midwest, which has a lower cost of
living.

Ask students to imagine that they are a college student given the opportunity to spend
a semester living in another state, but that their income will remain the same. Discuss
the following:
•

Would any of the data reviewed affect your choice? Why or why not? (Answers
will vary.)
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Conclusion
The purpose of the activity was to provide an easy way for you to learn about binary
(two-class) choropleth mapping. To help you reach that goal, you created a binary map
for per capita personal income for all 50 states and the District of Columbia. Recall that
per capita means per person and personal income is income that individuals receive from
any source. You encountered additional concepts during this activity, including cost of
living, seasonal adjustment, frequency, and median value. Finally, you created a binary
map with career earnings information that may give insight into a career path in a
particular state or region.

EconLowdown Activities Using GeoFRED®
For a complete listing of GeoFRED® map-based activities, which may include FRED®
dashboards, see http://www.stlouisfed.org/education_resources/tools-for-teachingwith-geofred/.

Using FRED® Dashboards with GeoFRED®
A FRED® dashboard is a single webpage of related widgets—graphs, data, lists, and/or
notes—that correspond to a specific activity, lesson, or are developed for individual or
group use. GeoFRED® users with accounts can build and save personalized FRED® dashboards, which can be kept private or made public to share with other users. To learn
more about FRED® dashboards, see http://fredqa.stlouisfed.org/2014/03/17/new-onfred-user-dashboards/.
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